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Stumbling Blocks

Inconsistency

Systems of 

Interpretation

Literalism

Chronology

Mutual 

Exclusivity

Non-biblical 

terms
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The Counterfeit Key

Revelation 1:19

Write the things which thou hast seen, and the 

things which are, and the things which shall be

hereafter; KJV

A more natural interpretation = “Write what I show you 

for they relate to both the present and the future”
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The Actual Key

REV 1:20 The MYSTERY of the seven 

STARS that you saw in my right hand 

and of the seven golden LAMPSTANDS

is this: The seven stars are the 

ANGELS of the seven churches, and 

the seven lampstands are the seven 

CHURCHES

Rev 1:1 ‘He sent it and signified it…’ HCSB

Footnote = Made it known through symbols
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The Seven Parallel Parts

1 Chapters 1 to 3   7 Lampstands

2 Chapters 4 to 7 7 Seals

3 Chapters 8 to 11  7 Trumpets

4 Chapters 12 to 14  7 Visions

5 Chapters 15 to 18  7 Bowls 

6 Chapter 19  7 Dooms 

7 Chapters 20 to 22 7 New Things 
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The Throne in Heaven
A key to understanding reality

 REV 4:1-2

 Not a sea of chaos with islands of order –

Not a mindless cosmic machine – for at the 

centre of the universe is a throne with 

someone sitting on it!
 Vs. 3 Purple blue – Crimson red – emerald green

God 

the 

Son

God 

the 

Father

God the 

Holy 

Spirit
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The Throne in Heaven

An astronomical perspective
Rev 4:1-2

Polar star

From our vantage point on 

Earth, the stars appear to wheel 

around the dome of the night 

sky, and the fulcrum of this 

rotation is the North Star, also 

known as the Polar Star.  This 

star marks the apparent ‘centre’ 

of the heavens.  Its name is 

Cynosure, and it lies in the 

constellation of Ursa Minor, 

directly under the foot of the 

constellation Cepheus, the king.



Revelation 12 to 14

 ‘… constitutes one of the greatest problems in the 

interpretation and in the literary study of the 

book.’C.A.Scott

 Constitutes Part Four of the book and the start of the 

second ‘half’ (Parts 4-7).

 Covers the period between the two advents of Christ



The Proposition
 Chapters 12 to 14 of 

the book of 
Revelation are an 
exposition and 
interpretation of the 
Sidereal Gospel –
the pre-biblical 
record of God’s 
plans and purposes 
presented in the 
constellations that 
make up the Zodiac.



The Zodiac

 Popular Understanding

 Astrological 

Absurdities

 The Antiquity of the 

Zodiac



Traces of the Zodiac in Scripture

 Job 38:31-32               Pleides

 Amos 5:8                    Orion

 Job 9:9                        Ah-yish (the gathered)

 Job 26:13                    Gliding Serpent



The ‘old’ Central Sign

 In centre of the Star Chart –

Bau (Who cometh) and 

Draco (Trodden On)

 Thuban (The Subtle One).  

Alpha Draconis was the 

Polar Star some 4700 years 

ago

GEN 3:15  “And I will put 
enmity between you and 
the woman, and between 
your offspring and hers; 
he will crush your head, 
and you will strike his 
heel." 



The Centre of the Universe

 Cancer, not a crab but a Sheep 

Pen consists of a cluster of 24 stars

 Its brightest star is Acutene, ‘The 

Sheltering’, also known as Maalaph, 

‘The Assembled Thousands’

 Ursa Minor, a sheep fold called 

Kochab, ‘Waiting for Him who 

cometh’

 The brightest star in Ursa Minor is 

Cynosure,  ‘The Centre of the 

Constellations

At the beginning of the Age of Revelation (2500 BC) the Pole Star was 

Alpha Draconis, but now it is Cynosure – The Lord’s Church is now the 

center of the universe!

REV 14:1-5  The 12x12x1,000 ‘sheep’



The Virgin gives birth to The Son

REV 12:1 ‘A great and 

wondrous sign appeared in 

heaven: a woman clothed 

with the sun …’

REV 12:3-4 ‘… an enormous red 

dragon… His tail swept a third of 

the stars out of the sky…stood in 

front of the woman… so that he 

might devour the child the 

moment it was born.’
Tsemeech –

The Branch

Coma (Now called Coma Berenicae) 

holds a baby called Ieza (Arabian for 

Christ)



The Beasts  from the Sea and Earth

Aries :  Taleh – The 

Sacrifice of 

Righteousness

Cetus: Knem -

Subdued

Three brightest stars have 

names meaning ‘The Rebel, 

The Chained Enemy and The 

Overthrown’

REV 13:1-10   The Beast from the 

Sea - The false ‘God the Son’ –

Humanism the false messiah 

REV 13:11-18 Taurus - The Beast from the 

Earth – The false ‘God the Holy Spirit’ -

Religion



The 144,000 who followed The 

Lamb – REV 14:1-5

12x12x1000=144,000

Revelation  Chapter 14

The harvests of the 

earth – REV 14:14-20



The Bowls of 

God’s Wrath

 Each of the bowls represent God’s judgment resulting 

from the progression of Seals and Trumpets -

Disease, Sea and River pollution, Ozone depletion, 

Spiritual darkness and deception.

 Vs. 15-21  Rapture and final judgment.

Crater = ‘the cup’ and is 

composed of 13 stars (the 

number of apostasy and 

rebellion)

The Lion of Judah pounces on 

the head of the dragon



Books on the subject

 The witness of the stars by E.W Bullinger

1893

 The Heavens Declare by W.D.Banks 1985

 Social-Science Commentary on the Book of 

Revelation by J.J.Pilch and B.J.Malina 2001 
Liberal arts approach and not biblical
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Recommended books


